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The digital clock on the judge’s bench read exactly 12:00:00 p.m. when the bailiff swore to protect the 

sanctity of jury deliberations.

After each juror, 9 women and 5 men, were lead from the courtroom, defendant Daniel Montes Renteria, 

27, hugged his attorney Natasha Wrae and turned to his family.

A moment later, Prosecutor and Deputy Pima County Attorney Casey McGinley received a similar 

embrace from Michael Rue, the brother of one of the men killed by the defendant.

The Rues and Renterias will wait, again, to hear if Renteria will go to prison or walk out of the courthouse 

a free man after he confessed to police he shot and killed Richard “Rick” Rue Jr., 41, and James 

Marschinke, 49, on March 1.

“I just hope this time we get justice,” Michael Rue, brother to one of the victims, said during a phone 

interview. “This has been so hard for my family.”

He and the victim’s father, Richard Rue Sr., 67, were fixtures in the gallery during two trials, as were 

several family members of the defendant.
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An August jury couldn’t decide whether to convict or acquit Renteria of 2 counts of manslaughter or 

negligent homicide. 

The current jury can choose to acquit, or convict in one or both counts of reckless manslaughter or the 

lesser offense negligent homicide.

 “This is worse than the last time,” said Liz Montes, the defendant’s mother. “But I think this jury has been 

asking smarter questions.”

Renteria’s sister Desiree, who requested her last name not be published, said she felt sympathy for the 

men’s families and had already accepted the jury may send her brother to jail for the rest of his life.

“It’s terrible (the Rues) had to look at the (crime scene) pictures,” Renteria’s aunt Norma Montes said late 

Thursday afternoon. “I mean, as a human, I feel bad for them.”

No members of the Marschinke family have been seen in the courtroom since the second day of the first 

trial. 

They have not been in touch with Pima County Victims Services Advocates.
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